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This document contains articles by members of
the 2015 IFAJ Master Class and Young Leaders
Boot Camp on this year’s theme. Compiling
the stories provided a focus for professional
improvement exercises and an opportunity for
participants to share perspective from their part
of the globe.

Master Class and Boot Camp 2015
Sparks to light the fire of passion for
professional journalism and leadership
The global situation remains challenging, both in agriculture
and the media. People need food for body and mind. In many
parts of the world both can be prepared and distributed in
great freedom. But there are also many countries and places
where there are food shortages, farmers suffering from
weather, politics, economic crises and war. As well as parts
where there is no or only partly freedom of press.
United we succeed
“If we are united, we can succeed.” This is the main principle
guiding farmers’ organisations and agricultural cooperatives
from all over the world. But it is also a claim that we can
adopt as agricultural journalists. In order to support those
agricultural journalists, we organize with the help of partners
and sponsors leadership and professional training as we did
during the Master Class and Boot Camp at this year’s IFAJ
Congress.
Soil the silent ally in food production
In 2015, our colleagues in the New Zealand Guild of
Agricultural Journalists organized its first-ever IFAJ Congress.
In 2015 we also celebrated the United Nations’ International
Year of Soils. And many among us are working with this
theme. José Graziano da Silva, FAO Director-General says :
“Soils constitute the foundation of vegetation and agriculture.
Forests need it to grow. We need it for food, feed, fibre,
fuel and much more. The multiple roles of soils often go
unnoticed. Soils don’t have a voice, and few people speak out
for them. They are our silent ally in food production.” The
soils of the earth - that’s where most of our calories we eat
each day come from.

Pillars of the IFAJ strategy 2020
The IFAJ Master Class and the Boot Camp are important
pillars of the organization’s 2020 strategy and the professional
development initiative of IFAJ and its partners. The
classes provide a dynamic exchange of ideas, professional
improvement, and experiences for agricultural Journalists
in both developed and developing countries. These shared
experiences build professional skills, broaden global
perspectives, and enable journalists to do a better job
covering agriculture for both farmers and consumers. From
a long-term perspective, these experiences will help improve
agricultural production in a sustainable way to meet the
challenges of feeding a growing world population today and
in the future.
The subject of the sixth Master Class and Boot Camp in
Hamilton was agribusiness and leadership - an important
topic for world agriculture. This is a basic theme for the future
of agriculture. In a country like New Zealand where over 90
percent of its agricultural produce is exported, everybody can
learn from the primary sector and take home new thinking.
In this publication we share some experience from the
participants and trust this will add fuel to your fire of passion
for professional journalism and leadership.
Markus Rediger
President IFAJ
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Finding creativity
in the crowd
There was a world of talent in the room. Literally.
Journalists from more than a dozen nations, each one
recognized for skill and talent, all looking patiently at
the front of the room to start the day with a seminar on
reporting. Though I was, on paper, the instructor for the
day, I knew I stood to learn more from the Master Class
than they could ever learn from me.
My role in the Master Class was to challenge each one to
build on his or her skills in a situation that can send chills
down the spine of even the most seasoned journalist having to report a story surrounded by a crowd of your
peers.
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Journalism can be a competitive business. Reporters
from rival papers hustle for scoops or stronger quotes.
Photographers jockey for better vantage points. We even
compete with ourselves, pushing to find new insights or
angles, challenging ourselves to bring something richer
and more insightful to our readers or audiences at home.
That internal drive - the motivation to bring home
something new - was my focus for the day. Tap that
desire, I said. Find creativity in the crowd.

The first step is to find a physical place in the scrum. Every
journalist is different: some like to elbow their way front and
center, while others prefer to work the edges. There’s no right
or wrong - wherever you are, you need to be comfortable
enough to stay alert and find the threads you can weave
together to bring home something useful.
The next piece of advice sounded a little naïve: share. Look
over your notes with your neighbor. Check your facts.
Talk through what you heard. That’s one of the benefits of
working with colleagues from the International Federation of
Agricultural Journalists from IFAJ: we each bring perspective
from our corner of the world, and most of us are serving
different audiences when we get home. That provides unique
opportunities to let down our guard and collaborate.
I was reminded of that benefit last year on IFAJ’s Exposure4-Development media tour in Zambia. After a flurry of
interviews and photos in the field, our group would jump into
the jeep and immediately start talking through what we’d
heard, scribbling notes and comparing details.
A seasoned journalist who was acting as our PR escort looked
puzzled. “You’re really not competitive, are you?” he asked.
What a victory for collaboration. What an opportunity to
learn.
The story - any story - can be found in the details. Typically,
there’s a footrace from the bus to the farmer, and it’s easy to
forget to look around. Is he doing well, or are there signs of a
struggling operation? Are there pieces of history around the
place, or is everything fresh and new? What words or phrases
did the farmer use to tell his story?

Place is also a key lever for moving a story. We can bring our
reader to this particular farm, or follow a trail that leads from
rural New Zealand all the way to our farm audience back
home. (The follow-the-trail is a well-trodden trail of its own. It
certainly worked well for Homer and Joseph Conrad.)
Tired of writing the same old story in the same old voice?
Try a different sound. Switch to a first-person account. Tell
the story in pictures and long captions. Create a Top 10 or
Buzzfeed-style list of key facts. Get yourself interested in your
own story and your reader will sure follow.
None of what I shared is new. (As I said, I was stealing
2,500-year-old tricks from Homer.) But the chance to put
those ideas on the table, then visit a pair of outstanding farms
in the Waikato Valley, was exciting. Just as exciting was the
opportunity to return to the meeting room, break into groups,
and collaborate on reports of what we’d seen. The angles that
each team presented, and the story lines every participant in
the room was bringing home, were the real education - for all
of us in the room.
That afternoon, sharing ideas around the table with
colleagues of all ages… from more than a dozen countries…
was the perfect illustration of what makes Master Class,
the Young Leader and Boot Camp program, and IFAJ as a
whole such an enriching experience. It was a phenomenal
opportunity to find creativity in the crowd.
Steve Werblow
Contributing editor, The Furrow

With those details, the journalist can begin to map a path for
the story. Is this The Story of Man - a sweeping description of
universal challenges - or the story of a man, one that brings
a global issue into focus around a single person’s experience?
Are we going to go macro, using the interview to launch a
wide-ranging discussion of the topic, or micro, zeroing in on
one aspect of a larger issue?
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Showing leadership through transparency
and communication
Leadership is not always about being in the top job at a huge
company with thousands of staff to inspire and develop.
Sometimes it’s simply about providing a stage upon which
others can perform.
The UK’s Open Farm Sunday event is the brainchild of a small
charity - Linking Environment and Food (LEAF) - and has been
so successful that this year more than 290,000 people visited
a farm on a single day to find out about agriculture and food
production.
The initiative started ten years ago and has seen more than
1,000 farmers open their gates to publicly showcase what
they do.
For many schools and families, it is the only time in the year
that they will be exposed to farming first-hand, and have the
opportunity to see how their food is produced.
Offering sheep-shearing demonstrations, tractor rides, farm
walks and even live calving, the day is a totally transparent
farm experience, and farmers are happy to be questioned on
any aspect of their work.

LEAF is not blessed with a bottomless pit of cash to
orchestrate this event, but the country’s leading farming
organisations, retailers and industry allies completely buy into
the concept and support it financially, either at a national
or local level. They admire the leadership shown by LEAF
to coordinate and promote such an important day in the
calendar.
Goat farmers Ruth and Antony Key are two farmers who
have benefitted from Open Farm Sunday. As goat meat is a
relatively new concept to most of the UK’s consumers, they
used it as a platform to educate the public about how it is
produced.
Ruth said: “We held an Open Farm Sunday event last year
and that was really good. We had 570 people through the
gates and we penned the goat kids right next to where a
butcher was barbecuing the goat burgers and sausages to
make it absolutely clear about the link from farming to food
production.”

UK farmers open up their farms to show the public an
industry that they rarely get to see first-hand
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Ben Pike
ben@benpikecommunications.co.uk

United Kingdom

Brett Worthington
worthington.brett@abc.net.au

Australia

Dorpers proving a profitable sheep breed

Brendon Duncan couldn’t believe what he was seeing. The
truck was leaving his property, in the far south west of New
South Wales, with the last of his Merino wool sheep. He and
his wife, Maureen, were wool producers. It was their identity arguably part of their DNA. Brendon had grown up on a wool
property. It was the family business. But here he stood on his
property witnessing a heartbreaking sight while knowing deep
down the decision was right. The years of running a Merino
stud were done.
Australia rode to wealth on the back of the Merino sheep.
Literally. Battles in the Second World War and later in Korea
transformed regular farming families into some of Australia’s
wealthiest people thanks to a global demand for military
uniforms. The boom days would follow in the 1980s, with
Merino rams at times riding on the back seat of a farmer’s
Rolls Royce. But the glory days were fleeting and ultimately
collapsed in 1991, inflicting the greatest economic demise
an Australian industry had experienced to date. Fast-forward
to today and the industry is in a battle as it tries to prove its
worth in a market dominated by cheap synthetics. A strong
Australian dollar, prolonged drought, a reliance on Chinese
consumption and an oversupply of wool ultimately forced
wool producers to fight for survival. While people in other
industries baulk and ultimately walk away as their businesses
falter, the modern Australian wool producer digs in deeper,
while their debt continues to rise.

What set the Duncans apart was their willingness to
diversify their business, to make the tough decision to ensure
their family’s survival. They knew their future was unviable
without changing and what resulted was a bold decision to
walk away from their history. The savior for the Duncans,
like other Merino farmers struggling to make an income in
dry pastoral land, came in the form of the South African
meat sheep - Dorpers. They couldn’t be more different from
Merinos. The self-shedding sheep require few chemicals for
management and are almost essentially an organic operation.
Described by Merino purists as “cane toads of the sheep
industry,” the converted need not care. The world needs more
sources of protein and this breed has a role to play. For the
Duncans, their broken fences have been repaired, old vehicles
have been replaced, their bills paid and children university
educated. Their farm is again making money and now
offering a viable future should the children want to take over
the family business - an option that would definitely not have
possible if they’d refused to reinvent themselves.
abc.net.au/news/2013-05-31/brendon-duncan-dorperfarmer/4726392

Australian farmer Brendon
Duncan, from the Great
Darling Anabranch in southwest New South Wales, sold
his Merino sheep and turned
to Dorpers for a reliable
income
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Indonesian small farmers who feed
the world

Despite a lot of challenges, some Indonesian farmers are
producing premium quality commodities. They feed the world
while maintaining sustainable practices.
At the end of October, a traditional celebration marked
the export of 16.8 tonnes of organic rice from a farmer
organization in Mekarwangi Village, located in the
mountainous region of West Java, Indonesia. The rice was
destined for Italy.
Last year, the Association of Organic Rice of Tasikmalaya
(Simpatik) had exported 140 tonnes of organic rice to various
countries including Germany, Belgium and the United States.
Farm members of Simpatik are small Indonesian farms who
produce commodities important to the rest of the world.
Farmers in Boyolali, Central Java; Flores, East Nusa Tenggara;
and Polewali Mandar, West Sulawesi, are producing
various products of premium quality and high standards for
international consumers.
In fact, like Indonesian farmers in general, most of the
members of Simpatik have small farms. They only have
between 0.5 to 2 hectares of rice farmland compared to
farmers in New Zealand who own about 400 to 1,000
hectares of farmland. On the other hand, most Indonesian
farmers also produce to fulfill their own daily need
(sustenance).
Beside small farms, Indonesian farmers are also facing
challenges including less income, lack of post-harvesting and
marketing skills, and also lack of business capacity
and capital.
A woman selecting
premium quality
organic rice in
Boyolali,
Central Java
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Anton Muhajir
anton@veco-indonesia.net

Indonesia

Similar to other countries in Southeast Asia, the number of
farmers in Indonesia also has decreased recently. In 2013,
there were 26.13 million farm households, decreasing by 5.04
million since 2003. Indonesia has 250 million people, which
makes the country the fifth largest population in the world.
Despite the challenges, some small farms in Indonesia
continue to build hope and change. Even if it is just a small
number among the 41 millions farmers in Indonesia, organic
farmers like in Tasikmalaya could be the future of Indonesian
agriculture.
Even from small areas of farmland, they can produce high
quality commodities. One of the ways to do this is by
practising sustainable agriculture or organic farming. Some
farmers have chosen this method after years of intensive
chemical inputs that started in the 1970’s as part of the Green
Revolution.
Small farms practising sustainable agriculture are mostly
farmers who are producing international commodities such as
rice, coffee, and cocoa. Those three commodities are just as
important as palm oil, rubber, cassava, and corn.
Those small farms do not merely fulfill the domestic need of
Indonesian people, but also produce food for international
consumers.

Candace Weeda
ceweeda@gmail.com

USA

TPP exemplifies trade relationship for
US and New Zealand beef

Collaborative success of United States and Kiwi beef
industries shines in the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The friendly
beef relationship of these two countries is rooted in the
International Beef Alliance (IBA), formerly known as the Five
Nations Beef Alliance. Today IBA represents beef industries
from seven nations (Australia, Brazil, Canada, Mexico, New
Zealand, Paraguay and the U.S.) with the purpose to “exceed
global consumers’ expectations in respect of beef, while
eliminating non-scientific and political trade restrictions.”
“While we will always be fierce competitors in global markets,
there is plenty of scope to be collaborators,” said Terry
Meikle, Beef + Lamb New Zealand. “Trade policy, in particular
our joint advocacy on TPP, is a great illustration of how we
can achieve superior outcomes by sticking together as a close
knit unit in the International Beef Alliance.”
Once enacted, TPP will immediately eliminate many tariffs
on U.S. beef exports with many other tariffs phased-out
over time or trimmed down. This is especially true for Japan,
the largest U.S. beef export market with $1.6 billion in
sales in 2014. Unfortunately, Australia has a separate trade
agreement with Japan that allows lower tariffs on Aussie
beef than U.S. beef. TPP levels the playing field for U.S. beef
to compete with Australia, New Zealand, Canada and other
major exporters. Under TPP, Japanese tariffs on U.S. beef will
be reduced from 38.5 percent to 27.5 percent immediately.
Further reductions over the next 15 years will lower tariffs to
9 percent, the best access ever negotiated into Japan.

“TPP is a huge win for America’s beef producers,” said Kent
Bacus, National Cattlemen’s Beef Association. “We have a
very saturated, mature beef market in the United States. TPP
opens foreign markets, sets us up to increase demand for U.S.
beef and sets a strong standard for future generations. There
are also increased opportunities from trading partners to add
value to our grain-fed premium beef.”
An example of this trade benefit is our nation’s ability to
import lean beef from New Zealand. The value of U.S. 50/50
beef trim is greatly enhanced when mixed with lean, grass-fed
beef to meet commercial ground beef demand.
“TPP allows competition for different segments of beef
demand, but also encourages value-added products, said
Bacus. “Without lean beef imports from New Zealand and
other countries, there would be little market opportunity for
excess U.S. beef trim.”
TPP is the first FTA agreement between the United States and
New Zealand and both beef industries expect positive growth
as a result. The U.S. is the top importer of New Zealand beef
at 53 percent of total export volume.
To learn more about how TPP creates opportunities for U.S.
beef, visit: tppnow.com
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“If you want to be the leader, you must
keep running”

This quote, framed in gold, hung above my bed when I was
little. It was given to my father as a present by Helmut Claas,
a famous German agricultural technology entrepreneur, who
owned the company my dad used to work for. Being only
little, I did not quite capture the meaning of the words: I
imagined someone running with a group of people chasing
him, pushing him to go further and faster.
Nowadays, the image has become more complex. Leadership
is not about running from others, but about convincing others
to run with you. Leaders push themselves and those around
them to the limit instead of being pushed over by their
competition. Intrinsic motivation aside, leaders are shaped
by the people they associate with. Being challenged by your
peers at every turn strengthens your ability to question your
positions and to communicate more effectively.
Thinking of my peers and young leaders in German
agriculture, I had a look at a picture taken at my graduation
at the University of Bonn in 2009. 176 graduates celebrated
their degrees looking forward to taking part in the agricultural
sector. Six years later, they are spread out all over the world.

And a big group started their career in different companies,
associations and consultant agencies. And one of us became
a scuba diving instructor in Indonesia.

How does that connect to leadership? Are all of the 2009
graduates leaders? Even though it may not yet be apparent,
many of them will probably take on leadership roles at
some points in their careers. Leadership not only requires a
certain set of skills like thinking outside the box, curiosity,
the ability to delegate, commitment and forward thinking.
More importantly, leadership requires finding the right group
of people to lead and creating a situation in which both the
leader and the team benefit.
But leadership is not only about the the ability to deal with
other people or climbing up the ladder to the peak. It is an
inner attitude. It is about you being honest - towards others
and towards yourself. And it is based on behaving with
integrity and playing a fair game.
For a little girl Helmut Claas’ words might only be a quote in
a golden frame. But for young people in agriculture they are
much more than wall decoration.

Some of us stayed at university to write a doctoral thesis. One
moved to the U.S. to achieve his PhD. Others started working
on their family farm - most of them with plenty of ideas
on how to either enlarge it or to make it more profitable.
Graduates from the University of Bonn
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Dörte Quinckhardt
doerte.quinckhardt@wochenblatt.com

Germany

Vietnam’s livestock industry under
pressure from TPP

Bui Thi Xuan
xuanntnn@gmail.com

Vietnam

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) successfully concluded
on October 5, 2015. Many leading economists say TPP
will create a golden opportunity for Vietnam to boost farm
exports.

According to statistics from the Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development, Vietnam currently has more than 245
million chickens, with 52 percent raised in household farms,
while 15 percent are free range on rice fields.

But in reality, small-scale operation and high production cost
have provided obstacles to Vietnam’s husbandry industry,
especially when the country takes part in the TPP.

So far, all three key factors in the husbandry industry varieties, veterinary and animal feed costs - depend on foreign
markets. After the TPP takes effect as of 2018, import tariffs
on many goods will gradually reduce to nothing, including
chickens. If the local livestock industry wants to survive,
it should make essential changes to adapt itself to a new
environment of tough competition.

Imported chicken from the U.S. is now available on the
Vietnamese market at cheap prices, hovering around
VND20,000/kg (less than $1 USD).
In the first nine months of 2015, Vietnam imported more
than 50,000 tonnes of chicken from the US. This has lowered
the price of domestically raised chicken from VND55,000/kg
to VND43,000/kg.
The production cost continues rising while chicken prices are
dropping considerably due to imported products of the same
kind. This has led to significant losses for farmers. Nguyen
Huy Loc, owner of a chicken farm in Tan Truong commune,
Cam Giang district in the northern province of Hai Duong
says, “If the price of Vietnamese chicken does not improve,
many chicken farms will face bankruptcy. Local farmers are
now in need of assistance from the government, especially
in the next six months to overcome challenges caused by the
drop in the price of imported chicken.”
Hoang Thanh Van, head of animal breeding department
under the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development,
admits chicken breeders are facing heavy losses due to the
falling price of imported chicken. Obviously, it’s
not easy for the local livestock industry to win
on their home turf, Van notes.

In Vietnam at the moment, it can take 50 days to raise a
chicken weighing 2kg while in the US it only takes 35 days.
Moreover, Vietnamese farmers have to spend 2.8 - 3.2kg of
animal feed per kilogram of chicken, while the US uses only
1.8 kg. In addition, the rate of variety loss in Vietnam is 30
percent, while in the US, the ratio is less than 10 percent.
Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development Cao Duc Phat
says the biggest difficulty facing the local husbandry industry
is how to build up a linkage in a sustainable manner. It is also
necessary to create a supply chain and select the best varieties
for animal breeding.
Either way, Vietnam should make a breakthrough in terms
of technology to increase productivity and build up a chain,
while reducing tax and production cost for local farmers.

Efficiency improvements in the Vietnamese
chicken industry could boost economics. Each
kilo of chicken meat produced in Vietnam
requires up to 3.2kg of feed. In the US, the
figure is just 1.8kg per finished kilo of meat.
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Rent-a-cow program bridges divide
between farmers and the city

It’s a PR stunt aimed at bringing farming to the city. For
around $159 USD, Europeans can rent a cow from a dairy
farmer for a year. The cow stays on the farm and the renters
receive an ownership certificate, access to webcams and five
dairy hampers during the 12 months. It’s the brain child of
Austrian journalist and dairy farmer Ewald Wurzinger.
The full-time journalist and part-time dairy farmer started the
initiative this year on his family’s property in south-eastern
Austria. The aim was to bridge the divide between people in
the city and their perception of dairy farming. “It’s a nonprofit story,” Wurzinger concedes. “You won’t get rich, but
it’s a nice idea for making more publicity for agriculture.”
‘Kuh4you’ roughly translates to ‘cow for you’ in English. For
150 euros people can rent a cow for a year.
The cow stays on the farm, and in return the renters receive
dairy hampers throughout the year.

Ewald Wurzinger
ewald.wurzinger@neuesland.at

Austria

“Four or five times a year you will get a little package which
includes cheese, yoghurt, milk and butter from your own
cow,” Ewald Wurzinger said.

“You can visit your cow at our farm. You will get a little
certificate that you are now the owner of our cow, Heidi. We
have put five webcams into our stable so that you can look
what your cow is doing at any moment.”
Wurzinger lives in the Austrian capital, where he is a reporter
for Radio Vienna and does food and lifestyle reports. He
returns to his family’s farm in Fehring to help on weekends
and during holidays. The family does not supply milk to
a processor. The milk they collect from their 95 cows is
processed on the farm into an array of dairy products. To
avoid fluctuations in global dairy prices, the family supplies
the products directly to the supermarkets, hospitals, schools
and retirement homes.

Wurzinger said living in the Austrian capital made him more
aware of the disconnect between people in the city and what
happens on farms.
“It was just an idea to get customers more interested in
agriculture,” he said. “We know people love animals. We
know people love food and with this project we combined it.
People love it.”
The Wurzinger family rented 50 of its cows in the first year,
with the bulk of customers living in Vienna and other large
cities. “They ring me and phone me and ask, ‘How is my
cow?’ and ‘Can I visit her?’” he said. “It’s not a project for
the rural people. They know how agriculture works and they
know cows.”

If you rent cow Mary or Cindy,
you will get a certificate
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Roberto S. Matta Karam
rsmattakaram@gmail.com

Uruguay

NEVER EVER 3
Uruguay natural beef producer, now certified by USDA,
free of antibiotics, hormones and animal protein in the diet
One of Uruguay’s main exports is meat.
This is a natural product based on natural pastures, open
air, with a national rodeo based on British races, ensuring
high quality meat and also a system of health, safety and
traceability, unique in the world.
This form of production is a public good, a state policy.
The National Meat Institute, INAC, represents a process
initiated in 1967 and is a public organization, created by
law, in which the entire meat agribusiness chain participates:
production, industry and private trade, as well as the state.
This is an advisory institute that has promoted the production
of meat, with these characteristics, both in terms of domestic
consumption and export.
Uruguay is a country with just over 3 million inhabitants,
producing food for 30 million people, with a medium-term
goal of producing food for 50 million.
INAC certifies the production process of natural meat, and
has recently added a new level, NEVER EVER 3, audited by
the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), the first
country in the world to implement it.
The NEVER EVER 3 certification assures quality in the entire
process from production to consumer’s plate.

In Uruguay, the law prohibits the use of hormones and
animal protein in the animal’s diet. Those animals within
this certification program that receive antibiotics are
identified and excluded from this process.

Uruguay has a system of traceability within its cattle herd,
which allows identification of all animals at any place and
time.
Producers involved in this process are audited by the Natural
Meat Program, which now incorporates the requirements of
NEVER EVER 3.
Checks are carried out throughout the production process,
and through the transport system and industrial process.
If the producer buys animals, they must come from another
breeder producer in the system.
It is perhaps the most important innovation processes in
recent times, in a world that needs more and more of this
type of food.

Beef cattle used for export in open and natural pastures
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Tame animals mean a safer herd

It’s time for a change. That’s what Henrik Ekholm from Western
Finland thought when he looked at the ever-decreasing
profitability for both the dairy and meat sector. Henrik had
always lived on a dairy farm and was certain that he still wanted
to work with cattle. However, in order to keep the business
running for his and his childrens’ sake, he had to try something
new. Henrik decided to exchange all his dairy cows for Highland
cattle.

Henrik also lets his two sons help with taming the
animals. He hopes they will one day take over the farm.

Andrea Bergman
andrea.bergman@slc.fi

Finland

“I also grow barley and wheat, but the declining prices force us
to think in new patterns. We have to find niches that bring us
joy. Perhaps my example can give others ideas too? It depends
on each farm what the best option is, but for me this works.
I would go as far as to say that I’m addicted.”

“A few years ago I bought four Highland cows,” Henrik
explains. “Today I have 25 animals, 14 of which are our own
calves. In a few more years I’m hoping to have 100 animals and
a business selling locally produced meat.”
Henrik’s attitude towards the animals is quite different from
most Highland owners in the area. The Highland race is usually
seen as wild and hard to tame, but when Henrik walks along
the pasture the whole herd runs up to greet him. He pets the
calves and the biggest bull almost seems to give him a hug
when he scratches it on the head.
“This is my calling, that’s for sure,” says Henrik. “I like to spend
as much time with them as possible. Sure, work and spare time
are mixed together, but when you enjoy it as much as I do it
really doesn’t matter.”
The Highland cattle can stay outside all year, despite the cold
Finnish winter. The breed has a reputation for being prone to
run away, but Henrik believes that giving the animals enough to
eat can fix the problem.
“Who wouldn’t run away if they were hungry all the time?
Most owners only let them graze, but I believe they need to
have lots of extra feed available to them. The Highland is an
ancient form of cattle. It doesn’t need concentrated feeds. But it
does need to eat a lot!”
Spending time with the herd every day means that the animals
get used to Henrik, and he is present in their lives from birth.
This, in turn, means that he knows all the individuals and the
herd is easier to manage. “They are still wild animals of course,
and need to be respected. But I believe that everything will go
much more smoothly if they respect you back.”
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Henrik Ekholm switched from dairy to Highland cattle. He
hasn’t regretted it for a second, despite giving up most of
his spare time to work with the animals

Developing ways to help Filipino farmers

Jonas Ganas
Jose Ganas came to New Zealand on his own in July
2015, leaving his wife and two children back home in the
Philippines. That’s awfully hard to do but for him this was an
opportunity to have a brighter future for him and his family.
Ganas, 35, works at a dairy farm, earning 950 NZ dollars
(USD $636) every week. “I’m sad to be alone. But they are
coming next month and so I’m excited.”
He graduated at the Divine Word College of Tagbilaran in
the island province of Bohol with a degree in Computer
Engineering. He also had two Masters in Teaching Computer
Science and Information Technology.
A few years ago he set up a small dairy farm in his hometown
while working as instructor at the Bohol Island State
University (BISU) Bilar Campus. But his farm was destroyed by
a 7.2-magnitude earthquake in 2013.
Roque Sumampong
Roque Sumampong, 31, was happy to be home again after
working for two years in Saudi Arabia. But it hurts to find out
that his youngest son doesn’t even recognize him.
After two years of studying in a Bachelor of Agriculture
programme at BISU, Sumampong started his three year stint
in a local piggery farm. He eventually left the Philippines to
find a greener pasture in Saudi Arabia, receiving a USD $530
monthly salary.
Right now he wanted to try his luck in Bilar by managing a
backyard poultry farm. Otherwise he must find another job in
Saudi Arabia. “Life was hard abroad due to homesickness. It
makes me cry.”

John Francis Lagman
jlagman17@gmail.com

Philippines

BISU Bilar Campus
In an interview with Marietta Macalolot, Anabel Intong
and Rizaldy Mercadal of BISU Bilar Campus we talked about
the research and extension programs currently provided to
local farmers.
BISU has ongoing research on the following:
 T
he use of coconut fronds and alternative drip irrigation to
control the flow of water to be irrigated on crops;
 S
cience- and technology-based goat production - housing
at improved feeding system;
 Integrated rice-duck farming systems, promoting organic
rice, the use of ducklings to control snails, and improved
soil management;
N
ature Farming Technology System (NFTS) where farmers
can use alternatives to chemical pesticides;
 M
 aking use of BISU’s rice gene bank, and the 500 organic
rice varieties it has developed, to improve farmers’
understanding of plant breeding.
BISU provides other extension work with its Farmer Field
School and Farm Business School. Right now innovations are
more on the production side.
BISU was declared a ‘green’ university last October 13 by its
university president. It promotes science- and technologybased farm practices, allowing stakeholders to choose
effective, socially acceptable and environment-friendly means
of production.

Jose Ganas
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A way of killing fewer Jersey calves
in the future

30,506. That’s how many bull Jersey calves were killed in
Danish agricultural production in 2014.
The issue is that it is not profitable for the farmer to keep the
male Jersey calves. On the other hand, the cows need to have
calves in order to produce milk for dairy production, so what
to do? Two genetically inspired initiatives are doing something
about that in Denmark.
One is to inject the heifers with sexed semen in order for
them to give birth to more female calves. Scientists say the
technique is 90-92 per cent accurate in producing female
calves.
The other method is to cross-breed calves to achieve better
growth for the Jersey calf. An example is to cross the Jersey
race with beef cattle which will present the farmer with
possibilities for better profit.
“Within the next five years, it’s realistic to expect the number
of Jersey calves killed to decrease by about 50 per cent,” says
Peter Larson, breed coordinator at the farmer-owned breeding
company Viking Genetics.
Sometimes good leadership is to create solutions that are
realistic to implement. In this case the farmers, most of them
already experiencing growing debts, are looking for solutions
leaving them with a better economy.
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No one - farmers or consumers - likes the fact that
newborn calves are born only to be killed shortly
thereafter, so there has been a growing demand to find a
solution.

Christian Erin-Madsen
chm@lf.dk

Danmark

The initiative has already progressed to the point where the
Danish organic dairy cooperative Naturmælk announced in
September 2015 that none of its 32 suppliers will kill their
male calves anymore. Instead the dairy producers will feed
them.
On top of that, the big Danish cooperative slaughterhouse
Danish Crown has announced that they are working to
introduce a product line for Danish consumers.
“We in Danish Crown have experienced high interest in
crossbred calves. This project not only gives our farmers a
better return, but also our customers, so we are currently
mapping the possibilities for a line of veal products marketed
for the consumers, canteens and restaurants,” says Claus
Hein, Sales Director at the beef division of Danish Crown.

Sexed semen and crossbred calves are two ways scientists
believe can help reduce the number of killed bull Jersey
calves by 50 per cent within five years. The picture shows a
newborn crossbred calf
Photo: Jens Tønnesen

Pitambar Sigdel
pitam200@gmail.com

Nepal

Nepalese Farmers are in crisis

In the village of Naubise, Dhanding, about two hours’ drive
from the capital Kathmandu, farmer Ram Bahadur Tamang
is now facing water scarcity for irrigation, for cattle and
for himself. He lost two milking cows and five goats in the
earthquake that struck on 25 April. He still is dealing with a
damaged house, injured cow and limited land from which to
draw survival for him and the five members of his family.
The April earthquake in Nepal added further challenges
to many smallholder farmers, destroying markets and
infrastructure including roads and canals, and killing more
than 9,000 people. Yam Prasad Nepal no longer thinks he
and his seven-member family can depend on agriculture
alone. They are facing a shortage of water for farming and
drinking, after water sources in the district dried up after the
earthquake. Previously, the wells in the village were full of
water. Now more than 100 households in the village have to
fetch water from a nearby stream. “We are waiting for water
for irrigation as well as for drinking,” Lal Bahadur Tamang
another small holder farmers from Dhading says.
All the farmers from the 14 districts badly affected by the
earthquake have almost the same problem. They don’t have
enough food, water and crops. They also lost their stored
harvest. Wheat and paddy production has gone down
significantly. Before the earthquake Nepal’s wheat production
was 1.8m tonnes - but this year the Ministry of Agriculture
predicted that it will be 30% less.
Villages in Nepal’s most vulnerable agricultural areas were
among the worst hit by the 7.8 magnitude earthquake.
Farmers missed the planting season then started late May,
but there have been few good results owing to the irregular
monsoon and lack of irrigation. Nepal’s agriculture largely
depends on the monsoon.

According to the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
some two-thirds of people in Nepal rely on agriculture for
their livelihood. Experts warned that the earthquake’s impact
on food security and agricultural livelihoods was expected to
be ‘very high’. Farmers fortunate enough to keep livestock
may help them through the coming period, by providing them
with much-needed income and nutrition. Experts suggest that
livestock assets can help farmers on the critical time, which
provide affected families with much needed income and
nutrition.
Fifty-year-old Rameshow Karki is about to join the thousands
of Nepalese people working as laborers in the Gulf countries.
His family of six is finding it hard to survive. “We suffered a
lot. My two small houses were damaged, now I don’t have
anything besides this farm,” he explains. “I lost my three
goats and milking cows. Earlier, I used to send 20 liters of milk
every day to the market.”
To deal with these tough times, farmers are keen to adopt
new ideas and more resilient agricultural practices - for
example, growing crops with less water and selecting varieties
more resistant to climate change.
However, they don’t have the seeds or equipment to do so.
The Nepal goverment is still unable to provide technical or
financial support for farmers.

Farmer in Nepal ploughing the field in the hilly
region
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Mary Phelan
mphelan@farmersjournal.ie

Ireland

The Tullow Tank

The Farmers Journal first visited Sean O’Brien in his home
village of Rathoe in September 2011, just 24 hours before
he departed for his first Rugby World Cup. There was a
placard on the road just two miles down from his house which
proudly proclaimed, “This is where is all began: U10s Gold
Medal 1997, ERC Player of the Year 2011.”
World Cup euphoria was coursing through the veins of
Rathoe, and bounding through the countryside’s golden fields
of tillage. Fast forward four years to another World Cup - and
nothing had changed.
Sean O’Brien, aka the Tullow Tank is now one of Ireland’s
brightest sports stars - but he’s also a farmer. He has become
the poster boy of Irish agriculture, lending his name to many
agri-campaigns. These include the Quality Assured Ham
and Bacon campaign run by Bord Bia (the Irish food board),
farm safety initiatives and advertising for pour-on dose while
endorsing a fast food chain’s promotion of its new 5oz fresh
beef burger.
For all the hype in Ireland about the country’s chances in this
World Cup, the tournament didn’t unfold as many expected,
and Sean O’Brien found himself at the centre of Irish rugby
woes. The injury-ridden Irish team didn’t need to lose another
key player, but they did, when Sean hit France’s Pascal Pape
in the stomach with a blow so fierce (it’s worth a YouTube) it
caused Pape to collapse (albeit momentarily), folded over in
pain.

Ireland’s Sean O’Brien (left) and
France’s Yoann Maestri during
the Rugby World Cup match
at Millennium Stadium, Cardiff
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Sean received a one-match ban - causing him to miss not just
any game - but the World Cup quarter-final in a year when
Irish fans and management were determined this would be
the first time Ireland would reach the semi-finals of a Rugby
World Cup.

Now home, and upon reflection, Sean tells the Irish Farmers
Journal: “I shouldn’t have reacted the way I did, but I suffered
the consequences. If you ask me did I deserve it, I’m going to
say no. I missed out on playing in a quarter-final of a World
Cup. The French media were hopping off it and pushing it
a lot... but at the end of the day I shouldn’t have done it. I
know that, I’ve admitted that.”
It’ll be another four years before Sean and the rest of
his teammates can vie for the Webb Ellis Cup but in the
meantime, he is playing with his club Leinster, getting ready
for the Six Nations, and farming.
Sean and his father run a herd of spring-calving suckler cows,
and sell weanlings and yearlings in their local mart, Tullow.
Many of their cattle are Belgian Blue. “It’s very manageable
at the minute,” says Sean. “I’m very lucky to have my father
who’s able to run things on his own and my brother who
gives a hand every now and again. It’s not overly big - the
farm at the minute - and it’s all beef so once the cows are
calved they look after themselves really. There are 40 sucklers
there at the minute and a few replacement heifers every year.
We are building a new beef unit at the minute so we are
going to start fattening beef cattle shortly.”

Attention to detail
Western Canadian agri-business flourishes through
precision practices

Trevor Bacque
tbacque@grainswest.com

Canada

Andy and Christina Stender have carved out a high-tech agribusiness niche in southern Alberta by providing grain farmers
with precise field input prescriptions back-ended by their
technical operation.

From there, an accurate prescription can be generated for the
farmer’s fields, downloaded into a USB and plugged into the
farmer’s on-board computer system. The final steps are to
select your program and let the computer and drill do the rest.

Located in Strathmore, 35 minutes east of Calgary in western
Canada, the couple left their day jobs at a large agri-retailer
to start an independent agri-retail bagged seed and pesticide
business in 2010. By 2015, their business, Crowfoot Ag
Solutions, evolved into a full agronomic suite for farmers,
including fee-for-service agronomy, soil analysis and granular
fertilizers.

Due to the nature of their agronomic programs, Crowfoot Ag
appeals to farmers who are looking to maximize every acre
of their land and use variable rate technology to its fullest
capacity.

At their site sits a remarkable building: a 17,000-square
foot bubble-like dome made out of seven million pounds of
concrete and countless kilometres of rebar.
“It’s the first dome in Canada that has built-in, multipleproduct storage and blending capabilities in the same
structure,” said Andy Stender. The dome is also equipped with
a sophisticated declining weight volumetric system for custom
blending of major nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphate.
“Effectively, it auto-calibrates for the bulk density in product
every time the product gets loaded by the auger or skid
steer,” he said. “By weighing each load in, and using the
computer, it brings our accuracy under one per cent.” A
typical load variance under traditional systems is between five
and 10 per cent.

“We select our customers. It’s not just your average Joe
you’re dealing with,” said Christina. “It’s based on their values
and if they mesh with us.”
With a producer base all in the general vicinity of Crowfoot
Ag, the Stenders and business agronomists have become
experts dealing with the three unique soil zones - brown, dark
brown and light black - that surround them.

The operation of Crowfoot Ag, including their unique dome
that houses its declining weight volumetric system
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Participating Countries
The attending journalists and communicators in the Master Class and Boot Camp
provided data on their country, by answering three questions:
1. What is your country’s population?
2. What are the main agricultural products?
3. What was the most innovative initiative?

Canada
Population
35.000.000
Biggest ag products
Grains and oilseeds, red
meat, dairy
Most innov. initiative
The rise of on-farm data
management

USA
Population
321.442.000

United Kingdom

Biggest ag products
Beef, corn, dairy

Population
64.000.000

Biggest ag produc
Dairy, wheat, red m
Uruguay

Most innov. initia
Rothamsted Resea
20:20 project, whi
aims to boost whe
yields to 20t/ha

Population
3.404.000
Biggest ag products
Meat, soy, cellulose
Most innov. initiative
Natural beef, raised
on a diet free from
hormones, antibiotics
and animal protein
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Ireland

Germany

Population
4.600.000

Population
81.200.000

Biggest ag products
Dairy produce, beef,
pigs

Biggest ag produc
Milk, cereal crops,
forage plants

Most innov. initiative
Sports powders made
using milk by-product
whey by co-op Glanbia

Most innov. initia
Pioneers in urban
agriculture

Vietnam
Population
90.000.000
Biggest ag products
Rice, coffee, livestock
Most innov. initiative
Eco-beef is a model
of rising and trading
cows based on biotechnology and low
emissions

Philippines
Population
100.000.000
Biggest ag products
Rice, coconut, corn

Finland

m

Population
5.500.000

cts
meat

Biggest ag products
Crops, dairy, pork

ative
arch’s
ich
eat

Most innov. initiative
The AIV fodder (a type
of silage) created by
Artturi Ilari Virtanen in
1928

cts
,

ative

Most innov. initiative
Ongoing research at
the International Rice
Research Institute (IRRI)

Australia
Austria

Denmark

Nepal

Indonesia

Population
8.500.000

Population
5.600.000

Population
26.494.504

Population
250.000.000

Biggest ag products
Meat, milk, crops

Biggest ag products
Pork, dairy, fur

Biggest ag products
Rice, maize, wheat

Biggest ag products
Rice, palm oil, rubber

Most innov. initiative
Farm house holiday
is one of the most
innovative agribusiness

Most innov. initiative
Viking Genetics

Most innov. initiative
Cooperatives market
for small farmers and
the community forest
management

Most innov. initiative
Farmers’ cooperative
with direct access for
bank credit as capital for
their business

Population
23.000.000
Biggest ag products
Beef, wheat, dairy
Most innov. initiative
GPS-steered grain
tractors that allow
users to access vital
information from
anywhere in the world
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From the Editor
It was a privilege and a joy to be part of IFAJ’s Master Class and Boot Camp
for the sixth time in a row. This series of classes that we organize for
agricultural journalists from developing countries and for young future
leaders, are prominent activities of the IFAJ. I truly believe that journalists and
communication professionals can make positive contributions to the situation of
farmers in their home country. That does certainly not mean that they talk on
behalf of farmers, but that they voice what is happening in their country and
this clarity is of great interest to the position of the farming community and to
safe food production.
Classes were held prior to our annual congress in New Zealand. Apart from the global exchange on professional
methods and ideas, I personally always like the way in which we share cultural aspects that might influence how things are done in
a certain country.
This year we have chosen to not stay in class, but also do farm visits combined with directions on how to find creativity in the
crowd. On page 4/5 you can read about this element of the classes.
Also special this year, was the UN World Food Day during our congress. For this event, the participants made a statement on the
importance of journalism and communications to food production. Initiated by our vice president Owen Roberts, the participants
from 16 countries worked collaboratively after their workshop sessions to compose a collective statement that genuinely reflected
their global perspective on food security.
IFAJ colleagues contributed again to the program. Owen Roberts was - as always - much involved in the setup of the program,
while he also is a perfect teacher during the classes. Hugh Maynard and Chistina Franc from the Global Office provided sessions
on leadership and skill development, while Steve Werblow took care of the afore-mentioned farm visits. Many thanks to Sue
Miller and her team in New Zealand helping us out with organizing the class in Hamilton. We are also very grateful to all scientists,
sponsors and farmers who shared their time and expertise with us these two days. Finally my sincere appreciation again goes to all
participants for their enthusiasm and contribution.

IFAJ Master Class and Boot Camp 2015 participants
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“IFAJ appreciates all financial contributions that we received, not only for the event itself but also for supporting this publication.
Several member guilds made it possible to invite a participant from a developing country. That is great, not only because of the
financial support, but moreover because it shows appreciation and involvement. Dupont Pioneer again sponsored our Master Class,
which is essential for the continuation of this program. Also Alltech stays on board, financing the Boot Camp for young leaders. Apart
from these two major sponsors, we also received a donation from KWS. Finally it would have been impossible to realize this publication
without the contribution in-kind by the Dutch communications bureau Opraappers, in charge of the design and layout.”

